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Abstract
We examine the impact of internal and external R&D on labour productivity in a
6-year panel of Dutch manufacturing ﬁrms. We apply a dynamic panel data model
that allows for decreasing or increasing returns to scale in internal and external R&D
and for economies of scope. We ﬁnd complementarity between internal and external
R&D, with a positive impact of external R&D only evident in case of sufﬁcient inter-
nal R&D. These ﬁndings conﬁrm the role of internal R&D in enhancing absorptive
capacity.Thescopeeconomiesareaccompaniedbydecreasingreturnstoscaleathigh
levels of internal and external R&D. The analysis indicates that productivity grows
by increasing the share of external R&D in total R&D.
I. Introduction
The growing technological diversiﬁcation of companies and high demands on their
portfolio of competencies make successful integration of new external knowledge
*The empirical part of this research uses micro-level data provided by CEREM/Statistics Netherlands,
drawing on the MICRONOOM data integration project at Statistics Netherlands supervised by Bert Diederen.
The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not necessarily reﬂect the policies of Statis-
tics Netherlands. We are grateful to Pierre Mohnen, participants of the 2005 EARIE conference in Porto, two
anonymous referees, and Christopher Bowdler for comments on earlier drafts.
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into the innovation process increasingly important. Such successful integration fos-
ters innovation, while the effective use of external R&D strategies ultimately leads to
higher proﬁtability of the ﬁrm.Academic research into the ﬁelds of management and
industrial economics has been focusing on these themes for some time now (Arora,
Fosfuri and Gambardella, 2001; Chiesa, Manzini and Pizzurno, 2004). Moreover,
some authors have argued that the trend of utilizing external sources of knowledge
is accelerating because of technological convergence, declining transaction costs of
acquiring external R&D inputs and shortening product cycle times (Grandstrand,
Bohlin, Oskarson and Sj¨ oberg, 1992; Narula, 2001). This development is accompa-
niedbyaparalleldecreaseofthepresenceofinternalR&Ddepartments(Chesbourgh,
2003; Howells, James and Malik, 2004) and is especially pronounced in research-
intensive industries (B¨ onte, 2003). Firms are therefore increasingly confronted by
the issue of management of internal and external innovation strategies and have to
decide the technologies which should be developed in-house and sourced externally.
It has been argued that to absorb externally acquired knowledge, an effective
‘absorptive capacity’ to understand and effectively utilize this knowledge is essen-
tial (Cohen and Levinthal, 1989; Grifﬁth, Redding and van Reenen, 2004). In-house
R&D activities are often required to create sufﬁcient absorptive capacity, which sug-
gests complementarity between internal R&D and external technology acquisition.
Empirically, the effective balance between internal R&D and external sourcing and
interactionbetweenthesetwostrategieshavehoweverremainedrelativelyunexplored
and research has been hampered by a lack of adequate data.
The objective of the present paper is to contribute to the empirical literature by
examining the joint impact of internal and external R&D expenditures on produc-
tivity in a panel of innovating ﬁrms in the Netherlands. This is one of the ﬁrst em-
pirical studies that explore a panel data set to examine these effects at the ﬁrm level.
Earlier studies had to rely on cross-sectional data, which hampered separation of
complementarity effects from the effect of time-invariant and time-variant hetero-
geneity (Fernandez-Bagues, 2004). Our study’s inferences are based on a dynamic
panel data model, which allows us to control for persistence (ﬁxed effects) in pro-
ductivity levels and differences among ﬁrms. We examine the performance effects
of external and internal R&D strategies as opposed to looking at the correlation
(adoption) structure of internal and external R&D.The latter method has been shown
tosufferfrommeasurementproblemsandinferencedifﬁculties(Arora,1996).Instead
of analysing the effect of discrete practices (‘make’vs. ‘buy’) or counts of practices,
our analysis is of actual expenditures on internal and external R&D, allowing us to
examine scale and scope (dis)economies in R&D.
Theresultsofourdynamicpaneldatamodelarerobusttodifferentestimationtech-
niques and show that combining internal and external R&D signiﬁcantly contributes
to productivity growth. This ﬁnding is consistent with the frequent joint adoption
of internal and external R&D strategies and provides evidence of complementarity
betweenthetwoinnovationstrategies.ApositiveimpactofexternalR&Disonlypres-
ent in case of sufﬁcient internal R&D in line with the absorptive capacity argument.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section brieﬂy
reviews previous research on ‘make’ and ‘buy’ R&D strategies and their interac-
tion. In section III we present the model and discuss our estimation methodology.
Section IVdescribes the data and sectionVpresents the empirical results. SectionVI
concludes.
II. Internal and external R&D
Several studies suggest that there is a trend towards increasing reliance on external
sources of knowledge in innovation, as Chesbroughs’s ‘open innovation’ paradigm
suggests (Chesbrough, 2003; UNCTAD, 2005). In an industry-level longitudinal
study, B¨ onte (2003) cites evidence from the National Science Foundation that for
the most industries the share of external R&D gradually increased since the 1980s
into the mid-1990s. UNCTAD (2005) notes that the contract R&D sector is growing
rapidly in the United States, in particular in the pharmaceutical industry. To an ex-
tent this is seen as part of the more general trend towards outsourcing non-core
business operations [e.g. information technology (IT) services, wage administra-
tion]. R&D outsourcing, however, is not limited to standard research or development
tasks but includes strategic research projects where partner ﬁrms and partner institu-
tions possess complementary technological capabilities not available in-house (e.g.
Pisano, 1990; B¨ onte, 2003; Chesbrough, 2003). The combination of external tech-
nology sourcing and internal R&D can allow ﬁrms to beneﬁt from research com-
plementarities through involvement in multiple technological trajectories, research
directions that cannot be developed simultaneously (at sufﬁcient speed) in-house and
external development skills exploiting in-house research activities more effectively.
Access to complementary research and development activities performed externally,
hence, can improve the performance effects of internal R&D efforts (Belderbos,
Carree and Lokshin, 2006; Cassiman andVeugelers, 2006).The rise of external tech-
nology sourcing has been attributed to a growing complexity, speed and uncertainty
of technological developments, combined with greater codiﬁcation of R&D pro-
cesses that has facilitated R&D contracting and segmentation of R&D activities (e.g.
Grandstrand et al., 1992; Narula, 2001).
Although there is a clear suggestion that internal R&D can be successfully com-
plemented by external R&D and knowledge sourcing, the ﬁndings of the empirical
literature have painted a mixed picture.Anumber of papers examining internal R&D
and external technology sourcing in various settings have found no complementarity
between the two, or have suggested that these strategies are substitutes. Audretsch,
Menkveld and Thurik (1996) ﬁnd that external and internal R&D are alternatives to
ﬁrms in medium- and low-tech industries, but not in high-tech industries. Fernandez-
Bagues (2004) analyses the impact of the number of R&D projects started in-house
and under outsourcing agreements in a panel of pharmaceutical ﬁrms and ﬁnds a
negative relationship between ‘make’and ‘buy’. Blonigen and Taylor (2000) ﬁnd an
inverse relationship between R&D intensity and (technology) acquisition activity in
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high-tech industries, suggesting that ﬁrms opt for either a ‘make’or a ‘buy’strategy.
Basant and Fikkert (1996) use a panel of Indian ﬁrms to estimate the simultaneous
impact of own R&D and technology purchases on their productivity and ﬁnd that
technology purchases lower the marginal productivity of internal R&D.1
Findings in another group of papers, in contrast, have clearly suggested comple-
mentaritybetweeninternalandexternalR&D.B¨ onte(2003)analysestheproductivity
impact of internal and external R&D using an industry-level panel data set and ﬁnds
a positive relationship between the share of the external R&D and productivity.
Cassiman and Veugelers (2006) ﬁnd that ﬁrms combining ‘make’ and ‘buy’ stra-
tegies are more innovative, but have to treat ‘make’and ‘buy’as discrete practices in
theirresearch.2 Beneito(2006),usingasampleofSpanishﬁrms,ﬁndsthatcontracted
R&D improves ﬁrms’ patent application performance only if it is combined with
internal R&D. Grifﬁth, Redding and van Reenen (2003, 2004) examine productivity
growth at the industry level across a panel of Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD) countries and ﬁnd that business R&D expen-
ditures increases the impact of international R&D spillovers, allowing countries
behind the technological frontier to catch up with technology leaders. They ﬁnd
this catch up to be conditional on a minimum absorptive capacity represented by
business R&D expenditures.
Summarizing, the previous literature suggests that absorptive capacity may play
an important role in ensuring that ﬁrms can beneﬁt from externally acquired tech-
nological knowledge. On balance, however, the literature is not conclusive about
the complementarity between internal and external technology sourcing. We explore
these two issues by examining the impacts of internal and external R&D on produc-
tivity in a dynamic panel data model.
III. Modelling framework and econometric specification
We derive a modelling framework that allows estimating labour productivity as a
function of internal and external R&D from an augmented Cobb–Douglas produc-









where Y is the output, L the labour input, C the physical capital stock and K the
knowledge stock. The parameters ,  and  are elasticities with respect to labour,
physical capital and knowledge stock respectively.3 The parameter  is a ﬁrm-
speciﬁc efﬁciency parameter. Dividing both sides by labour, taking logarithms and
1In contrast, Deolalikar and Evenson (1989), Katrak (1985), and Mohnen and Lepine (1991) ﬁnd a com-
plementary relation between licensing purchases and internal R&D.
2This is consistent with the ﬁndings in Piga andVivarelli (2004) that larger internal R&D expenditures lead
to the pursuit of broader R&D objectives and a greater propensity to engage in external R&D.
3The multiplicative constants i may represent ﬁrm-speciﬁc capabilities. They drop out when taking ﬁrst
differences in equation (2).
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differencingtheresultingequationintwoconsecutiveperiods,weobtaintheequation
in the growth form:
qit =(−1)lit +cit +kit +it (2)
where qit =log(Yit)−log(Lit) denotes labour productivity, with lower case letters
denotingvariablesinlogarithms.Weassumethatthechangeinﬁrm-speciﬁcefﬁciency
levels is a function of past productivity, in order to allow for a gradual convergence
in efﬁciency levels between ﬁrms.4
it =qit−1+it. (3)
Firms that are behind the productivity frontier are more likely to be able to record
strong productivity growth through technology spillovers from frontier ﬁrms. We
expect tofallwithintheinterval[−1,0].If iszerothereisnogradualconvergence
betweenleadingﬁrmsandlaggingﬁrms;ifis–1completeconvergencematerializes
in one period.To allow unobserved ﬁrm-level heterogeneity in efﬁciency growth and
animpactofcommonmacroeconomicefﬁciencyshocks,theerrortermit inequation
(3) includes ﬁrm-speciﬁc ﬁxed effects 	i and year-speciﬁc intercepts 
t in addition
to serially uncorrelated measurement errors it:
it =
t +	i +it for i=1,...,N; t=1,...,T. (4)
We can transform the knowledge stock portion of the speciﬁcation (cf. Grifﬁth


































We approximate the unknown function (6) with a second-order polynomial in
R&D investment.5 If the depreciation rate of the knowledge stock is small6 we can
write:
4Klette(1996),forinstance,showsthattheempiricallyobservedpersistentproductivitydifferencesbetween
ﬁrms require a model speciﬁcation that allows for gradual convergence.
5Flexible functional forms previously used in the literature can be viewed as linear-in-parameters expan-
sionswhichapproximateanarbitraryfunction.SeeFuss,McFaddenandMundlak(1978)forknownfunctional
forms of such approximations. Adopting a generalized Leontief linear functional form (e.g. as in Basant and
Fikkert, 1996) gives similar results.
6Higher depreciation rates lead to an upward bias of the estimate on the rate of return (Mairesse and Sasse-
nou, 1991). We could expand the approximation of changes in the knowledge stock by including more lags of
R&D. However, ﬁndings in previous studies, e.g. Pakes and Schankerman (1984), Hall, Griliches and Haus-
man (1986) and Klette and Johanson (1998), suggest that the most signiﬁcant effect of R&D on productivity
occurs with a 1-year lag.

















internal and external R&D. Although in previous research the quadratic terms have
often been suppressed (e.g. Basant and Fikkert, 1996), exclusion of the quadratic
terms is certainly not trivial.7 Earlier empirical studies have provided evidence of
the existence of decreasing returns to R&D (e.g. Acs and Isberg, 1991). Cohen and
Klepper (1996) argue that larger R&D budgets lead larger ﬁrms to also pursue mar-
ginal R&D projects with lower innovation impact. This is proﬁtable because larger
ﬁrmscanapplytheresultsofR&Dprojects(orspreadthecostsofR&D)overalarger
output (Cohen and Klepper, 1996, p. 933). In addition, Henderson and Cockburn
(1996) in a pioneering study of pharmaceutical research productivity, have provided
strong evidence that there are economies of scope in pursuing various R&D projects
simultaneously. Hence, there are a priori strong reasons to allow for (dis)econo-
mies of scale at the same time as testing for (dis)economies of scope (substituta-
bility or complementarity). If the process of augmentation of the knowledge capital
stock is indeed characterized by declining returns to scale and if high R&D-intensive
ﬁrms engage in both internal and external R&D, the interaction term between inter-
nal and external R&D may be confounded as negative as it picks up the declining
marginal impact of R&D. Precisely in the presence of declining returns to internal
and external R&D one may expect ﬁrms to avoid this by combining R&D stra-
tegies. A full speciﬁcation with quadratic terms is required to explore this. In the
empirical analysis, we will estimate the productivity effects of internal and external
R&D using equation (7). In order to show the importance of using a more
general speciﬁcation, we will also report the results of models with quadratic terms
suppressed.
Sufﬁciently long-enough series of capital investments are not available to us
in order to construct the capital stock variable with the perpetual inventory method.
Instead, we approximate the log-growth in the capital stock cit with the log-growth
in ﬁxed capital investment iit. In steady state the proportional change in the capital
stock can be approximated by the proportional change in ﬁxed capital investments
(Jones, 2002).
Combining equations (2), (3) and (7), writing qit =qit − qit−1 and bringing


















t +	i +it. (8)
7The rationale for omitting quadratic terms has usually been the difﬁculty in estimating both the linear and
quadratic terms simultaneously, given the collinearity between them. Estimation of our model also suffers
from this problem, but the availability of panel data reduces this impact.
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The model allows for ﬁrm-ﬁxed effects and the persistence of performance differ-
ences between ﬁrms, both emphasized to be important in the empirical productivity
literature (Klette, 1996; Blundell and Bond, 2000). As the convergence parameter 
is expected to fall within the range [−1, 0], the coefﬁcient on lagged productivity is
expected to fall within the range [0, 1]. The optimal share of external R&D in total
R&D, given a certain level of internal R&D, can be derived by taking the derivative
∂qit/∂rext





















We carry out the estimation of equation (8) with several panel data estimation tech-
niques that provide consistent estimators, of which several are available when the
number of ﬁrms is large and the number of years is small. We utilize difference
Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) as well as system GMM. System GMM
has been found to be more efﬁcient, compared with difference GMM (Blundell and






recently proposed ﬁxed-effects and random-effects maximum likelihood estimators
(MLE) for dynamic panel data models (Hsiao, Pesaran and Tahmiscioglu, 2002) that
are based on the transformed likelihood function.The advantage of GMM over MLE
estimators is that the former allows for weakly endogenous explanatory variables,
while the latter assumes that the explanatory variables are weakly exogenous.
IV. Data
The empirical analysis makes use of annual R&D surveys in the Netherlands in
combination with the Netherlands’census of manufacturers, both provided by Statis-
tics Netherlands. The R&D surveys contain information on the type and amount of
R&D expenditures, and the census data contain information on value added, labour
and ﬁxed capital investments as well as output deﬂators. These merged establish-
ment-level databases provided us with a balanced panel of 304 manufacturing ﬁrms
covering the years 1996–2001. The ﬁrms are distributed over industries as follows:
food (34), textile (9), paper (15), printing (5), petroleum and chemicals (41), rubber
and plastic (19), metallurgy (5), metal products (37), machines and equipment (62),
electronics (28), cars and transport (22) and miscellaneous industry (27).
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TABLE 1
Descriptive statistics
Variable Mean SD Description
Productivity 3.921 0.483 Net value added divided by employees in constant prices,
in natural logarithm
Productivity 0.020 0.302 Log growth in productivity in constant prices
Labour 0.015 0.187 Log growth in the number of employees
Investment −0.069 4.061 Log growth in ﬁxed capital investment in constant prices
R&DINTint 0.085 0.209 Expenditure on in-house R&D divided by net value added
R&DINText 0.015 0.059 Expenditure on contracted R&D divided by net value added
TABLE 2
Internal and external R&D by R&D intensity quintile
Percentage Average share of
R&D intensity Number of internal R&D external in total
quintile observations only R&D (in %)
≤3% 525 47.2 12.5
3–6% 352 49.3 9.5
6–9% 199 38.2 10.7
9–12% 120 40.8 10.3
≥12% 324 25.9 15.3
The dependent variable, labour productivity, is the net value added per employee
at constant prices. Internal R&D is deﬁned as a ﬁrm’s expenditure on intramural
R&D while external R&D is the expenditure on contracted R&D. Investment growth
is the percentage growth in gross ﬁxed capital investments between t −1 and t,
and employment growth is the percentage growth in employment.Value added, ﬁxed
capital investment and R&D are deﬂated using an industry-speciﬁc (two-digit)
output deﬂator.
Table 1 provides descriptive statistics on the variables used in the estimation and
Table 2 reports propensities (5-year mean values) to engage in external and internal
R&DinﬁvedifferentR&Dintensityclasses.Realproductivitygrowthovertheperiod
was on average 2% (Table 2). Table 3 shows an inverse relationship between R&D
intensityandpurelyin-houseR&D.AlmosthalfoftheﬁrmsinthelowestR&Dinten-




The results of the dynamic panel estimation of equation (8) are reported in Table 3.
The four consistent estimators agree on the signs and magnitudes of most of
the coefﬁcients, while the system GMM estimator generates a higher F-value than
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differenceGMM.8 InstrumentsinthedifferenceGMMmodelaretwice-laggedvalues
ofthelevelofthedependentvariableandthelagged-levelvaluesofthelabour,invest-
ment and R&D variables. The extra lag restricts the panel to 4 years and reduces the
number of observations by 304. Instruments in system GMM estimation for equa-
tions in levels are industry dummies and differenced values of the other right-hand-
side variables, i.e. twice-lagged change in productivity and lagged changes in
employmentandinvestment,andR&D.Equationsindifferencesusethesameinstru-
ments as in the difference GMM model.9 The Hansen test of over-identifying restric-
tions does not reject the validity of the instruments for the GMM models, with the
exception of the linear system GMM model in column (2).10 Arellano–Bond auto-
correlationtestsappliedtothedifferencedresidualsintheGMMmodelsindicatethat
there are no problems relating to serial correlation in levels as the AR(2) tests are
insigniﬁcant.11 The Hausman test rejects the random effects MLE in favour of ﬁxed
effects.
Columns (1)–(4) of Table 3 present the estimates from a speciﬁcation restrict-
ing 3=4=0, hence excluding quadratic terms. Internal R&D is signiﬁcant in all
models, while external R&D is (marginally) signiﬁcant in the system GMM model
only. The estimated rate of return on the internal R&D (1) is in the range of 0.14–
0.30, depending on the estimator. This rate of return is in line with other studies that
use a similar production function framework (Mairesse and Sassenou, 1991; Basant
and Fikkert, 1996; Fors, 1997). The rate of return on external R&D (2)i nt h e
system GMM model is higher, at 0.82. The interaction term between internal and
external R&D is insigniﬁcant in all models. These results do not support the absorp-
tive capacity hypothesis but equally do not suggest (cf. Basant and Fikkert, 1996;
Blonigen and Taylor, 2000; Fernandez-Bagues, 2004) that there are diseconomies of
scope in investing in internal and external R&D simultaneously.
The most efﬁcient (system GMM and MLE ﬁxed effects) estimates for the lagged
dependent variable, reﬂecting movements in and out of equilibrium, indicate a con-
vergence parameter  of −0.18 to −0.27, implying that about a ﬁfth to a fourth of
the productivity lead is neutralized by the next period.12 The growth of employment
and investment are positive and signiﬁcant, the coefﬁcient on labour growth is about
−0.3 to −0.4, implying a positive effect of growth on productivity of about 0.6–0.7,
in line with other studies using similar production function framework (e.g. Fors,
1997).
8GMM results are from the two-step variant of the estimator, which is more efﬁcient than the one-step
variant. The two-step estimates of the standard errors tend to be downward biased (Arellano and Bond, 1991;
Blundell and Bond, 1998). The standard errors are corrected via a ﬁnite-sample correction to the two-step
covariance matrix derived by Windmeijer (2005).
9Inclusion of additional lags in the instrument set did not substantively change the point estimates.
10The rejection is at a signiﬁcance level of 0.08. Omitting industry dummies from the instrument set does
not change this result.
11We note that ﬁrst-order autocorrelation,AR(1), of the differenced residuals occurs by construction.
12Other research (e.g. Klette, 1996; Blundell and Bond, 2000) using GMM techniques ﬁnd similar values
for the lagged productivity term in production function equations.
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Columns (5)–(8) in Table 3 report the estimates of equation (8) with quadratic
terms included, allowing for diseconomies of scale in internal and external R&D.
The different estimation methods produce fairly close estimates. Overall the results
clearlysuggestthattherearediseconomiesofscaleinbothinternalandexternalR&D
with the squares term of both internal and R&D negative and signiﬁcant. This is in
line with Cohen and Klepper’s (1996) R&D cost-spreading argument suggesting that
R&D productivity declines with ﬁrm size. Furthermore, while the estimated coefﬁ-
cients for the linear term of internal R&D are large and signiﬁcantly positive, the
coefﬁcients of the linear term of external R&D are insigniﬁcant in all models. On
the other hand, allowing for diseconomies of scale leads to substantially higher and
signiﬁcantly positive estimates for the coefﬁcient of the interaction term between
internal and external R&D. The exception in these results is the MLE ﬁxed-effects
model, which produces smaller and insigniﬁcant coefﬁcients for the square term of
external R&D and the interaction term between internal and external R&D. Overall,
the results provide evidence for the existence of economies of scope in combining
bothtypesofR&D.Thissupportsthenotionoftheimportanceofabsorptivecapacity
(e.g. Grifﬁth et al., 2004) and suggests that a prerequisite for beneﬁting from external
R&D is that the ﬁrm undertakes in-house R&D.
To illustrate the impact of internal and external R&D on labour productivity,
Figure 1 plots value added per employee as a function of internal and external R&D
intensitybasedontheestimatedcoefﬁcientsinthesystemGMMequation.Theﬁgure
plotslabourproductivityforabroadrangeofinternalR&D(0–0.4)andexternalR&D


































Figure 1. Labour productivity as a function of internal and external R&D intensity (estimates of model
6 in Table 3)
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intensities in the 0.1–0.1 range. The ﬁgure illustrates that an allocation that sets one
type of R&D to zero and maximizes the other is not optimal.At low levels of internal
R&Dintensity(internalR&Dexpendituresovervalueadded),anincreaseinexternal
R&Dintensity(externalR&Dovervalueadded)hasarelativelysmallimpactonpro-
ductivity. Productivity levels increase initially steeper along the ‘internal’R&D axis,
followed by a yet steeper increase if R&D is allocated in the ‘external’ direction.
Hence, conditional on a sufﬁcient level of internal R&D ﬁrm can achieve higher
productivity gains by switching from a purely internal R&D strategy to a combina-
tion with external R&D. If external R&D is increased further, diseconomies of scale
start to reduce its marginal impact on productivity. Higher values of internal R&D
intensity allow ﬁrms to beneﬁt most from increases in external R&D. Equation (10)
can be used to estimate the optimal share of external R&D in total R&D. If we take
internal R&D at the sample average of 0.085 and using system GMM estimates, we
ﬁnd an optimal share of external R&D of 37%, which is considerably larger than the
average share (see Table 2). This suggests that productivity gains can be reaped by
increasing the share of external R&D.
VI. Conclusions
Thispaperhasproducedmicro-leveleconometricevidencethatthereareproductivity
gains for ﬁrms by combining internal and external R&D strategies. Using a dynamic
panel data model derived from an augmented production function framework, our
analysisoflabourproductivityinasampleof304innovatingﬁrmsintheNetherlands
during 1996–2001 revealed complementarity between internal and external R&D in
combination with decreasing returns to scale for both internal and external R&D
(Cohen and Klepper, 1996).Apositive impact of external R&D was only found con-
ditional on a sufﬁcient level of internal R&D expenditures. These ﬁndings support
the notion of a dual role played by internal R&D, emphasized in recent research (e.g.
Cohen and Levinthal, 1989; Grifﬁth et al., 2004). The ﬁrst role of in-house research
and development activity is in stimulating innovation and productivity. The second,
no less important role, is to enhance the absorptive capacity of the ﬁrm needed to
derive beneﬁts from externally acquired R&D.The results also show that the average
share of external R&D is considerably below the optimal share of external R&D in
relation to productivity. This suggests that there are productivity gains to be reaped
by increasing the share of external vs. internal R&D.
The ﬁndings were robust across a number of dynamic panel data estimation tech-
niques. In contrast, a linear variant of the dynamic model that does not allow for
decreasing returns to scale in R&D did not produce clear evidence of economies of
scope in combining internal and external R&D. These results suggest that empiri-
cal studies examining complementarities between continuously measured practices
should adopt more general nonlinear speciﬁcations to allow for correct inferences.13
13In addition, our ﬁndings suggest caution in interpreting a negative interaction term in a linear model as
decisive evidence against complementarity (e.g. Basant and Fikkert, 1996).
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The model presented in this paper assumed constant parameter values across
manufacturing industries.Amore reﬁned analysis that allows rates of return on R&D
to differ across individual industries could not be performed because of the limited
number of observations per industry in our sample.This issue could be tackled in the
near future as longer times series of data drawn from R&D and innovation surveys
becomeavailable.Otherinterestingavenuesforfutureresearcharetheimpactonper-
formance of the technological diversity and coherence of in-house and outsourced
R&D activities (e.g. Nesta and Saviotti, 2005) and the potentially differential roles of
foreign vs. domestic R&D outsourcing. Despite the need for further extensions, we
believe the analysis presented in the paper serves as a tractable contribution to our
understanding of the impact of internal and external R&D on ﬁrm-level productivity.
Final Manuscript Received: January 2008
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